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A.  Introduction and background 
 
1. The mission of the statistical department of international agencies, as well as the 
public' s expectations regarding the data they produce and disseminate has been changing 
over time. To illustrate their  present role, it is useful to look at the evolution of the 
international statistical function. Almost all (UN) organizations started their statistical 
activities as users of national data they collected, processed -- in a more or less elaborated 
way -- and used for their core activities.1 When statistics were first published by international 
organizations, it was usually part of analytical or policy reports. As highlighted in the report 
quoted in footnote 1, their situation was "very similar to what can be called a user ministry at 
national level; such a ministry … takes the statistics necessary for the performance of its 
tasks from the national system of official statistics, notably from the NSO, from international 
sources, or from any other source that is available." (emphasis added) 2 
 
2. Rapidly, international agencies acquired a "statistical producer status" with the urgent 
need for harmonization and standardization at international level. The function of standard-
setting for national statistical systems and the related technical assistance assumed by the UN 
and other multilateral organizations increased their statistical status from one of "user" to one 
of "producer". 3 
 
3. But more importantly, it is the dissemination aspect that has given a specific 
"producer" status to the international statistical system. The specialized and general public 
progressively turned to international agencies for information on a regular and standard 
format. The pressure from users to access more information, as well as the increasing 
analytical complexity of the core functions performed by each organization, had the effect of 
pushing agencies statisticians towards new fields, as a "reaction to the growing 
interdependence of various subject areas, both at national, continental and global level." 
(op.cit). This pressure rose dramatically in the early 1990s, when the end of the Cold War 
opened the door to new "global concerns", and non-governmental actors raised to the 
forefront of the international debate.  
 

                                                      
1 "Towards A Statistical System"; Report prepared by ECE; SA/2003/9 16 August 2003 
2 The definition of the official statistics itself is vague, because several national and territorial institutions may 
produce statistics independently from the NSO, based on different specification and coverage. In some countries, 
for example, the central bank conducts more statistical surveys than NSO. Additionally, international 
organizations may have very different standards regarding what they consider as "official data", depending on 
their constituency and what the data are intended for. 
3 "An organization that assumes it is qualified to assist national producers of official statistics has to have 
experience in this area that goes beyond the mere user perspective, and which can therefore be legitimately 
called a producer.", op. cit. 
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4. This "flattening of the world", where time and other distances (geographic, cultural, 
disciplinary, institutional) collapse and new actors emerge, has been exerting new pressures 
on the international statistical system to beef-up and adapt its ordinary supply of statistics. In 
a globalized world, more and more international and national decision making is based, 
directly or indirectly, on international sources of statistics rather than on purely national data. 
Users need international sources to put the national data into perspective and/or complement 
them with additional indicators. As stated in the 2003 CCSA report, international statistics 
today have a far greater actual or potential impact beyond the organizations themselves than 
when international organizations started their statistical work.  
 
5. As a matter of fact, data produced by international statisticians are more than the sum 
of the parts published by the respective national statistical systems. This is a value added 
provided by the international statistical community as it’s a contribution to the public good 
"statistics". But this value added has to adapt to the changing world. Not only new demands 
emerge, but the "old business model" of international statistics becomes increasingly obsolete.  
 
6. The traditional "value added" offered by international organizations was linked to 
summarize statistics from different sources and put them into one place, generating 
economies of "agglomeration". Compiling and publishing in one volume a large number of 
national data saved a lot of time for users and justified by itself the cost of maintaining 
statistical divisions in international organizations. With the Internet revolution in the 1990s, 
this comparative advantage was seriously eroded. Even if some economies of scale can still 
be created through the creation of large data warehouses and the maintenance of integrated 
portals, it is now very easy for users to directly consult the national sources. 4  As original 
data became more easily available for researchers and analysts, the "raison d'être" of 
statistical departments in many international organizations was questioned during the 1990s, 
and some of them were drastically reduced or even shut-down (only to be reopened later, 
when management realized that statistics was more than just data). 
 
7. More structurally, international statisticians had also to adapt to the progressive 
change in nature of "official statistics". For long, official statistics was considered as a 
function of the State, and international statistics looked at time as complicated as 
international diplomacy. With the move towards official statistics being considered a public 
good for the benefits of all citizens, there is an increasing need to serve different users and 
adapt the production to their need.  
 
8. Statistical departments have therefore to adapt their business model to the changes in 
the information market. Broadly speaking, two models, not mutually exclusive, are emerging: 
(i) deepening the offer of dedicated data and specialized indicators, or (ii) moving away from 
statistics and focusing on capacity building.  
 
9. The former strategy is more typical of "specialized agencies" and other international 
organizations devoted to a specific subject matter. Increasing the information content of the 
data they compile and disseminate is a way for international organizations to increase the 
value added of their traditional statistical functions (compile, compare, harmonize and 
disseminate). The present document is clearly of relevance for these organizations, as 
improving the information content of the available official data might entail the use of new 
                                                      
4  Indeed, advanced users will systematically do that in order to make sure they have the latest available 
information. 
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sources, both official and non-official. 5 The second option was to shift the emphasis from 
data collection to capacity building and methodological harmonization. In this case, the issue 
of official vs. non-official sources is less relevant for those international organizations 
engaged in capacity building, because they are usually compelled to coordinate and channel 
their activities, including sponsored surveys, through the official organisms.6  
 
 
B.  The institutional and the practical issues 
 
10. Complementing national sources with internal imputations or additional sources was 
common in the early days of international statistics, when official data were scarce and the 
results used for internal analysis purpose only. The objective was to gather potential sources 
of insight, rather than precise and standardized statistics, for analyzing patterns and trends. 
But when the objective is to disseminate these data to a wider audience, there is a special 
need for identifying and recommending the best practices in order to achieve and maintain 
the overall quality and credibility label attached to international statistics. Indeed, the subject 
of imputing and complementing official data with other sources is not new to CCSA, at least 
in some of its technical dimensions. The CCSA reviewed in 2003 the issue of estimation 
methods for missing data, modelling techniques, and methods of aggregating country level 
indicator values to produce regional and global estimates. 7 The report, prepared with the 
specific reference to MDG indicators, includes a series of recommendations that are valid for 
other type of imputations.  
 
11. The following section will review a series of institutional experiences with non-
official sources. These sources are used for a variety of objectives, ranging from partial 
imputation to deal with missing official data, to systematic implication of non-official 
partners in the data compilation or direct surveys implemented by international organizations 
through private surveyors. A second section deals with the practical and technical aspects 
conditioning the "bon usage" of non-official sources. 
 

1.  Institutional aspects 
 
12. Complementing national data with internal imputations or non-official sources 
touches sensitive issues of professionalism, trust and independence.  Building trust with the 
main producers implies for international statistical departments to build and maintain a close 
relationship with national providers of official statistics (be they NSOs, Central Banks or line 
ministries). Disseminating officially sanctified data lowers the probability of frictions with 
national authorities and increases the sense of national ownership of the internationally driven 
programs. On the other hand, adding value to the data and building trust with users call for 
disseminating all the statistical information (data and metadata) that the international 
statisticians consider both reliable and relevant for correctly analyzing and interpreting the 
issues at hand. The two objectives are sometimes conflicting and international organizations 

                                                      
5 Another trend, which is not treated in this document, is the use by international organizations of private data 
providers to access more rapidly and efficiently a large array of data originally published by official sources. 
This option, which exists principally for economic data, allows also an increase the value-added content of 
international statisticians by shifting existing resources to the analytical role. 
6  See for example, note on progress in the implementation of the recommendations by the Friends of the Chair 
on MDG Indicators and the ECOSOC resolution on Statistical Capacity Building SA/2007/3 
7 "Aggregation Of National Data To Regional And Global Estimates" SA/2003/8 26 August 2003 
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may face a dilemma in balancing their statistical independence and professionalism against a 
strict interpretation of their intergovernmental mandate. 
 
13. The following sections will provide examples of cases where international 
organizations fulfill their mandate by engaging in a joint compilation and dissemination of 
official and non-official sources.  The various examples illustrate some of the reasons why 
international organizations need to diversify their informational basis, in an effort to deal with 
missing data or data deemed inadequate for international use. The experiences range from 
imputing missing information using non-official sources, or using and publishing existing 
data from non-official sources in parallel with official data, to doing independent field 
collection to build indicators specific to the mission of the international organization and not 
covered by national statistics. 
 
14. For many international data producing agency, the value added provided comes from 
the transformation of national data to an international statistical product. The main objective 
of such transformation is to assure the international comparability of statistics for cross 
country analysis. National sources often deviate from the internationally accepted standards. 
But also data sets for two different countries may become incomparable when some key data 
are missing in one of the series. In such case, international statisticians may wish to borrow or 
estimate the figure to attain the comparable data sets. 
 
15. In the case of UNIDO' s INDSTAT database, the transformation of original data is 
made in five stages. At the first stage, only obvious reporting errors are corrected in order to 
keep the data in original form; in the second stage, inconsistent data are corrected using 
supplementary information from the national sources. Up to stage 2, data are considered as 
official and used to prepare the country tables for the International Yearbook of Industrial 
Statistics. 8 However, statistical work for INDSTAT does not stop with the publication of the 
International Yearbook of Industrial Statistics. At the third stage, data are adjusted to 
eliminate the departures from the level of ISIC aggregation using national and international 
sources of supplementary data. At Stage-4, UNIDO statisticians estimate missing data either 
by obtaining the data from the external sources or by applying related proportion or 
interpolation. At the Stage 5 provisional estimates are made for latest years. Non-official 
sources are used as supplementary data at Stage 4 and 5, when readily available.  
 
16. Another UNIDO database, MVA (manufacturing value added), is mainly for internal 
use. Data are collected from the secondary sources, such as UNSD, UNPD, WDI, IMF and 
OECD. Often there is discrepancy among these sources which need to be addressed. UNIDO 
also produces current year estimates from the growth rates using forecasting models. One of 
the non-official sources often considered for this purpose is the Economist Intelligence Unit. 
As a rule, no estimates are published for an individual country if it entirely comes from non-
official sources. Nevertheless, such data are used as imputation to compute the growth rate or 
percentage share for the regional total. 
 
17. Another example of the use of non-official sources is the work done by FAO to 
estimate fertilizer production, trade and consumption. Reliable data on fertilizer are pivotal 
for several important purposes,  including medium-term forecasting, national policy planning 
and monitoring, analysis and policy related to environment.  The FAOSTAT fertilizer domain 
                                                      
8 For this publication, UNIDO’s data production rules do not allow the use of non-official source. The data in 
UNIDO publication and in official national publication are identical or the difference, if any, is nominal. 
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uses a supply and utilisation account structure with production, trade, consumption and non-
fertilizer use comprising the four elements of the domain. The main sources of data are 
official data received by FAO from countries with supplementary data from non-official or 
mixed sources (national official sources and industry experts) from the International Fertilizer 
Association (IFA).  
 
18. Non-official data are very useful to FAO statisticians, especially for (i) validating data 
received from official sources; (ii) imputing missing country level data (when data is not 
reported by countries for any of the four elements); and (iii) compiling more complete and 
comparable regional and global aggregates of fertilizer production, trade and consumption 
(especially when data is not reported by large fertilizer producing/consuming countries like 
China and India). 

 
19. Because of the critical role of these non-official sources in constructing representative 
estimates for the supply and utilization accounts, FAO fertilizer data specialists have entered 
into a close interaction with representatives of the fertilizer industry and other experts. These 
contacts are particularly important to ascertain data reliability. The specialists attend meetings 
with industry where non-official information is shared with FAO, and verified by the various 
sources before dissemination by FAOSTAT. Thanks to this cooperation, compiling data from 
official and non-official sources and imputing data based on both official and non-official 
sources leads to a higher quality FAOSTAT fertilizer data domain that meets the needs of 
users. 
 
20. Tourism is a typical and recent example of developing jointly official statistics and 
complementary data from non-official sources. Both governmental and private stakeholders 
identified the need to improve the analysis of tourism's contribution to national economies 
with a wider range of indicators than those "pivoting exclusively on official statistics"9 and 
usually produced by national accounts and balance of payments. Developing such a 
framework where official and non-official stakeholders could find their place started with the 
development of a System of Tourism Statistics (STS), providing an exhaustive description of 
the field to be covered and a measurement of its various dimensions (economic, social, etc.). 
The framework is closely related to the implementation of the Tourism Satellite Accounts, 
which provided the conceptual framework (and a common language) for organizing, and 
harmonizing existing data, and identifying data gaps.  
 
21. This statistical framework is to be completed by qualitative information and 
complementary indicators (principally short-term) to enlarge the scope of economic analysis 
and include issues like business cycles, and cope with the specific needs of key stakeholders 
in the tourism sectors (specially tourism administrations and industry associations). Often, 
these complementary indicators are mostly based on non-official data sources, using some 
sort of administrative records. For example, in several countries, arrival figures do not have 
the formal recognition of official statistics; in other instances, the source of data come from 
credit card records or traffic control agencies. The momentum created by building up a 
national tourism information system is expected to encourage national tourism 
administrations to assume their leadership regarding the production and compilation of the 
statistical information needed to monitor and analyse the tourism sector. 
 

                                                      
9 "Developing official statistics and complementary data: tourism as a case study" UNWTO, mimeo 2010. 
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22. A similar example of relying on a mix of official and unofficial data sources is 
provided by the ITU.  In a field of constant innovation and permanent changes, compiling 
and harmonizing telecommunication/ICT data is a challenge. In addition, ICT epitomizes, 
with the globalization of business models and the internationalization of standards, a situation 
were national official definitions are rapidly obsolete.  
 
23. In this context, the role of an international organization working jointly with a wide 
array of national official and non-official stakeholders is key in developing international 
definitions, standards and methodologies. Almost naturally, ITU's statisticians play an 
important role in developing standards and definitions, because they are the main source of 
global and internationally comparable ICT & telecom data. Where official data are not 
available, ITU's Market Information and Statistics Division uses data from private sector 
companies and others to fill data gaps and to complement official data.  
 
24. One example of data derived from non-official sources is the number of mobile 
cellular subscriptions. Ideally, ITU gets these data directly from a questionnaire sent to their 
official respondents in each country. When the information is missing, the ITU statisticians 
make an estimate based on mobile operator's published subscriber data. Similarly, ITU has 
included data from industry associations in its database (for example GSMA's Wireless 
Intelligence data on mobile broadband subscriptions), when official data were not available. 
The unofficial series is used only until countries provide their own, official data.  
  
25. At the difference of UN-WTO, the ITU is not yet in a phase where official and 
unofficial stakeholders can dialogue together in a common statistical framework, such as the 
one provided by the Tourism Satellite Accounts. But, similarly to UN-WTO, one of the key 
strategy to build the condition of a dialogue between the various stakeholders was to create a 
"Partnership on Measuring ICT for Development". This multi-stakeholder Partnership has 
developed a core list of ICT indicators, which provides definitions, model questions and 
methodological notes to measure the Information Society. This list of 50 indicators, which 
was agreed upon through a consultation process involving governments, non-governmental 
and international organizations, covers basic infrastructure and access indicators as well as 
ICTs in households, enterprises, and education. The list, which is revised regularly, guides 
countries in measuring the information society, even if it has not reached the stage where it 
can be formalized into a statistical framework, such as the Tourism Satellite Accounts. 
 
26. Illustratively, the two organizations mentioned above developed their own indicators, 
moving a step forward in their mission of building an international information system on 
their respective areas. The UN-WTO publishes a Tourism Confidence Index, based on the 
results of an opinion survey it conducts directly to selected representatives of the public and 
private sector organizations. This survey has been produced every four months since May 
2003. The analysis contained in the UN-WTO's flagship publication "World Tourism 
Barometer" is, in large part, based on this survey. Similarly, ITU produces two key 
benchmarking tools: the ICT Development Index (IDI), as well as the ICT Price Basket. 
These indices, which track ICT development and prices over time, help stakeholders to 
evaluate ICT policies and set realistic targets.  
 
27. In both cases, these international organizations use the official and unofficial 
information they gathered to produce an "international indicator", proper to the international 
organization. A similar step is made by the UN Office on Drugs and Crimes. The UNODC 's  
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mandate is, inter alia, to publish "comprehensive and balanced information about the world 
drug problem" in recognition of the importance of factual and objective information in 
international drug control. As part of its mission, this international organization publishes 
"Global Illicit Drug Trends" on the supply of and demand for illicit drugs. Based on data and 
estimates collected or prepared by governments, UNODC and other international institutions, 
UNODC attempts to identify trends in the evolution of global illicit drug markets. In 
particular, this organization, to serve its global mandate, implements surveys on cultivation 
and production of drugs which affects the illicit trafficking around the world. In engaging in 
this very sensitive activity, UNDOC statisticians are sometimes confronted with the issue of 
balancing their statistical independence and professionalism with the option of publishing 
only officially sanctified statistics. 
 
28. Finally, the last example on building statistics for market access and non-tariff 
barriers, illustrates a situation where unofficial data are used to put the official data into 
perspective, instead of simply bridging information gaps. This, obviously, is a sensitive issue 
that needs to be treated carefully by international organizations which remain largely inter-
governmental rather than supra-national bodies.  
 
29. The issue of non-tariff barriers is particularly complex in trade policy. While official 
tariffs (a duty imposed on an import) are relatively easy to measure as they depend on well 
known parameters (basically, a product definition and a country of origin –as defined by rules 
of origin), non-tariff measures refer to quality standards, such as sanitary or environmental 
aspects, that the product should respect in order to be accepted in the domestic market.  In 
spite of their importance in regulating trade, there is little understanding of the exact 
implications of NTMs on trade flows, export-led growth and social welfare in general. The 
main reason of this lack of understanding is that internationally there is no comprehensive 
and continuously updated information on NTMs. The only internationally available cross 
country database on NTMs is the UNCTAD Trade Analysis and Information System 
(TRAINS) database, which needed to be adapted and updated. 
 
30. For the analyst interested in building an information system on non-tariff measures 
and their implication for trade, two sets of independent questions have to be solved, and none 
of them is solvable by using official sources only. The first one is to differentiate a measure 
from a barrier, and how to classify them. The second is, "how effective or restrictive, is a 
measure to limit international trade?". A Multi-Agency Support Team (MAST) was set up to 
produce an updated classification of the various NTMs and to advise on the feasibility of data 
collection of such measures.   
 
31. The classification of NTMs proposed by the MAST was established by international 
statisticians, and follows a hierarchical "tree" structure where NTMs are differentiated 
according to 16 "branches" or chapters, each comprising of "sub-branches" (1-digit), "twigs" 
(2-digits) and "leafs" (3 digits). As far as data collection is concerned, MAST agreed on the 
importance of preserving the experience with collection of data from official sources (i.e., 
from the "supply" side: the government imposing the NTMs). But MAST also decided to 
include the "demand" side, i.e., the private sector companies that are affected by NTMs.  
 
32. Therefore, in addition to official data collection, MAST proposed to collect data from 
the private sector by conducting firm level surveys and by providing a web based application 
to facilitate data collection from private companies. This framework allows the collection of 
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two distinct datasets: official NTMs data (originating from international organizations, 
regional agencies, and national sources), and private sector data (originating from firm level 
surveys and web based applications).  
 
33. The participation of the respective agencies that contribute to the MAST and the use 
of the data collected varies in function of their institutional restrictions vis-à-vis unofficial 
data. For example, the WTO' s statistical domain is strictly restricted to those measures that 
were officially notified to the organization by the governments, excluding other sources 
(including official ones). Similarly, for those notifications, it cannot officially refer, in any 
external communication or dissemination, to the classification of NTMs proposed by the 
MAST, but has to use the reference (or lack of) provided by the authorities in their official 
communication. In practices, it means that any other information should be restrained for 
internal use (e.g., trade policy analysis).  As a consequence, WTO's participation to the inter-
agency effort is limited to inciting its members' representatives to notify and update their 
official data. 
 
34. At the contrary, the International Trade Centre  (initially, a joint WTO-UNCTAD 
initiative to enable small business export success in developing countries) is more interested 
in the practical implications of NTMs for exporters, and is less restricted in the source of the 
information it uses. Consequently, ITC offered to conduct a large scale company-level survey 
on the firms' experience with NTMs when exporting and importing goods.  In each country 
covered, ITC will contract a specialized survey company, research institution or trade support 
organization. The survey approach has two steps, including a phone screening that is 
representative by export sector and size (around 300-1000 completed phone screens by 
country) as well as in-depth interviews by trained moderators with those companies that face 
problems when complying with NTMs (based on a standardized questionnaires). Interviews 
with exporters and importers are complemented by additional interviews with other 
stakeholders such forwarding companies but also business associations. 
 
35. The previous example offers an interesting use of non-official sources, when business 
opinion serve to qualify the official data. In this case, non-official data help understanding the 
official indicator and identify which measures are actually binding for trade. As similar 
example is provided by the World Bank' s "doing business" database, the best-known source 
of data in the domain of trade and business facilitation. 10  Doing Business provides a 
quantitative measure of regulations for starting a business, dealing with construction permits, 
employing workers, registering property, getting credit, protecting investors, paying taxes, 
trading across borders, enforcing contracts and closing a business—as they apply to domestic 
firms.  
 
36. Another objective of "Doing Business", which is also found in the above mentioned 
ICT development and price indexes, is for benchmarking, from an international perspective, 
some of the dimensions of national regulatory regimes. Ranking and benchmarking can be 
useful in stimulating debate about policy. Indeed, these indices, produced by international 
organizations and allowing a direct comparison among countries, raise a lot of awareness. 
Accordingly, they may at times also provoke a more critical reaction from countries (either 
on the data or on the methodological composition of the index), which need to be addressed 
by the producing organizations. As mentioned by the World Bank website, a common first 

                                                      
10 http://www.doingbusiness.org/ 
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reaction (from governments) is to doubt the quality and relevance of the Doing Business 
data.11 Aware of the statistical limitations of some of the non-official sources used to build 
the indicators, this agency has taken special care to properly document the methodology and 
provide the users with an independent evaluation of its strength and weaknesses. 
  

2.  Practical and technical issues 
 
37. On a purely technical (or, better said, statistical) ground, filling information gaps in 
official series with seemingly related data or estimates deriving from non-official sources is a 
well known subject. It can be treated as an imputation using out-of-sample data, and –once 
the technical work has been done– the issue for international statisticians is more on the 
dissemination side. The issue has been examined by the CCSA in the case of the MDG 
indicators. At the 2007 CCSA meeting, the UN-ECE presented a paper on how to deal with 
these imputations and the principles to be adhered to when making estimates. 12 Another 
paper explored the topic from a more general perspective at the 2009 meeting.13 
 
38. When the use of non-official sources besides official ones becomes more systematic 
(e.g., to provide information on aspects not covered by official statistics, or to build a 
synthetic index), the quality and sustainability of the data-generation process needs to be 
assessed. On practical ground, the decision to include a relevant non-official source needs to 
be based on the stability of the non-official data sets, both in the past and in the foreseeable 
future. Stability in the past refers directly to the quality of non-official statistics, in particular 
the use of consistent methodologies over time (similar samples, etc.). Methodological 
consistency in the past can be assessed by statistical techniques if and when the private series 
are related to a data-generating process which is also covered by official statistics or other 
benchmark data, after taking care of the possibility of spurious correlation. It is also 
recommended to look at the quality of the metadata provided by the private source, as an 
indicator of the seriousness of its statistical production.  
 
39. Because the private data production is not supported by public funding, its 
sustainability in the future is also a risk. A rule of thumb would be to use established data sets, 
on the hypothesis that the stability in the past is an indicator of stability in the future. Using 
established data sets from recognised institutions (Chambers of Commerce, professional 
associations) or well established private providers (e.g, financial indicators like the Dow 
Jones) is also an indication of seriousness, if not also of “quality” and relevance for 
measuring the phenomenon of interest.  
 
40. Copyright issues have also to be taken into consideration. When the agency plans to 
re-disseminate “as such” or with only minor alterations, a series produced by a private 
provider, it is necessary to obtain a written authorization for doing so, even when the sources 
are fully documented. 14 In the case of composite indicators where several private series enter 
as an input in the data generation process, the copyright issue is legally unclear. The accepted 

                                                      
11 "About Doing Business" at http://www.doingbusiness.org/documents/DB10_About.pdf 
12 "Imputation in Databases of International Official Statistics: Proposals for the Interpretation of the Relevant 
Parts of ECOSOC Resolution", SA/2007/11 (August 2007) 
13 "Use of non-official data in imputations/estimations made by international organizations" draft for discussion, 
SA/2009/8 (August 2009) 
14 Even when the private data seem to be part of the "public domain", such as the Dow-Jones index, they remain 
covered by copyright conditions that should be closely analysed. 
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rule of thumb is that when the series is publicly disseminated at no charge, it can be recycled 
by other users as long as the sources are properly recognised. Here, legal aspects converge 
with good practices. If the series were obtained at a cost (if the information was not publicly 
available), then it is advisable to obtain the written authorization from the provider. 15 
 
41. Nevertheless, if the institution plans to produce this estimate for a long period, it is 
recommendable to enter into some kind of Memorandum of Understanding with the private 
providers in order to avoid any possible misunderstanding on copyrights and build common 
trust. Such memoranda would also foster a long-term relationship with the provider which 
would improve the transparency of the production process, and the probability of sustained 
quality in the data production itself. The option to enter into long-term arrangement with non 
official data providers remains certainly a topic for careful discussion, and not all agencies 
will have the same attitude, depending on their mandate and their appetite for risk.  Whenever 
possible or practical, the relevant national authorities should be kept informed of the 
arrangement between the international organization and the non-governmental body. 16 
 
  
C.  Concluding remarks 
 
42. Using non-official besides official sources in international statistics is less a statistical 
issue than an institutional one. From a purely technical perspective, the guidelines for 
imputing missing data using out-of-sample information, whatever the source of this 
additional information, are well documented  in manuals. As long as the imputations are (i) 
documented, and (ii) sparse in order not to affect the resulting data sets (i.e, as long as 
statistical moments do not reflect the imputation models used by the statistician), these 
imputations for missing gaps add value to the data set. Indeed, most institutions do this type 
of imputations, at least for internal and analytical purpose. 
 
43. When these statistical criteria are met, the decision to incorporate such an imputation 
into the data sets disseminated by the organization becomes ultimately purely an institutional 
one. First, the definition of what is considered "official data" by the international organization 
and what is not official may change from organization to organization. Some may consider 
official any data published by a governmental institution, others will restrict the definition to 
data published by the NSO, finally, some will only consider as "official" the data formally 
notified to their secretariat by the accredited representative of the governments. 
 
44. The review of experiences in the use of non-official sources shows a large array of 
strategies. Some use existing non-official sources only to fill informational gaps, while other 
use them more systematically and engage actively with non-official data providers to 
ascertain reliability.  Finally, international statisticians can also proceed to the next step of 
developing their own surveys in order to complement official and non-official information. 
 
45. There are therefore many variations in the way international statisticians do their work. 
In the end, the decision to use and disseminate non-official information is closely associated 
to the "statistical business model" guiding each particular international organization, and 
                                                      
15 This is particularly true if (i) the synthetic series produced by the agency may compete for the same market 
niche with the initial private sources, and (ii) the initial data contained confidential information. 
16 This is not always possible, as some of these non-governmental have themselves a supra-national dimension, 
as it is the case for regional or international chambers of commerce or industries. 
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leading to the creation of a particular type of international public good. Some international 
organizations face strong restrictions in the dissemination of non-official data because their 
mandate associates them closely to governmental authorities. Other organizations do not face 
such restrictions, particularly when they are identified with a specialized sector or topic 
where public and private stakeholders interact. Those institutions having a broader mandate, 
not only use non-official sources, but may also offer their own indicators.  
 
46. The implicit or explicit business model behind each international statistical 
department should not be considered as static. In a world characterized by rapid changes in 
information technology, affecting especially the stock of publicly available data and their 
global dissemination through Internet, traditional ways of producing public value added may 
become obsolete, while new demands appear. In such a situation, the treatment of non-
official data sources by international statisticians should be regarded as a potential source for 
supplementary value-added. 
 
47. The review of experiences indicates also that the complementation of official data 
with non-official ones can help international organizations in their capacity building mandate, 
when it reinforces the dialogue between national stakeholders. Developing the national 
statistical systems through better inter-action between is particularly effective when this 
dialogue is guided in a well defined statistical framework, such as a dedicated satellite 
account or a formal "partnership".  
 


